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The 9/11 terror attack brought a lot of destruction all over the world. The government of United
States after noticing huge loss of citizens passed the 9/11 Health and Compensation Act. The aim
of the 9/11 Health and Compensation Fund was to provide relief and compensation to the rescuers
and victims who suffered severe medical injuries and post trauma stress and are unable to recover
even till now. The victims of World Trade Centre Attack suffered a lot and thousands of them
became homeless and lost their near and dear ones forever.

The victims with the help of the Zadroga Act could now file for a claim in the court of law, in order to
get sufficient funds.

The Zadroga Act was formed on the name of the New York police officer who had passed away due
to excess inhalation of asbestos and other harmful toxic elements which were produced by the 9/11
terror attack.

Thus, this gave an opportunity to the sufferers to enhance their financial conditions with the help of
the Zadroga act under the guidance of an efficient Zadroga Attorney. Various aspects should be
kept in mind before hiring a Zadroga Attorney.

An efficient and talented Zadroga Attorney should be appointed, who has complete and full
knowledge about the Zadroga Act. The Zadroga Attorney should be hired after verifying the
credentials, experience and skills of the lawyer.

An experienced and talented Zadroga Attorney would help the victim get justice and the rightful
amount of compensation for the losses caused due to World Trade Centre attack.

The Zadroga Attorney makes their victims comfortable by taking all the responsibility of the case, so
that the victims can run their daily routine activities normally. They manage everything alone, and do
not burden the sufferer much since they are aware that the victims had to go through a lot of mental
trauma during the World Trade Centre attack.

It is sad to know that many people potray fake illness through 9/11 terrorist attack and try to get
money from the government. Thus, it is very important on part of the victim that he should provide
the Zadroga Attorney with genuine information such as, medical expenses, prescription given by the
doctor. All the legal proofs would help the Zadroga Attorney win the case in favour of the victim.

The Zadroga Law provides reimbursement to two groups of victims. The first group that benefits
from the Zadroga Law, according to the Zadroga Attorney is the initial responder of the terror attack
such as fire fighters, police employees, recruits, etc. The second groups of people include the
residents of the twin towers who inhaled the harmful toxic material during the ground zero cleaning
up process.

There are various lawyers available in United States who considers themselves to be Zadroga
Attorney but it very important that the victims checks the track record of the Zadroga Attorney to
make sure that they can actually handle their case efficiently. In order to avoid any confusion later
on, there should be a written agreement between the victim and the Zadroga Attorney. The written
agreement should consist of the fee structure of the Zadroga Attorney and other necessary terms
and conditions to be fulfilled.
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An experienced Zadroga Attorney can help the victims get justice as well as complete compensation
for the losses caused due to the world trade centre attack.
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Jennifer Weinstein - About Author:
Zadroga is an act that has been brought out by US Government to provide justice to the victims of
asbestos cancer. Jenifer Weinstein is an experienced lawyer with 7 years of experience in
representing various cases related to a Zadroga Lawsuits and doing justice to the victims.
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